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Docket No. 50 333

New York Power Authority
James A. FitzPatrick Nuclear Power Plant
ATrN: Mr. William Fernandez

Resident Manager
Post Office Box 41
Lycoming, New York 13093

Dear hir. Fernandez:

Subject: Request for Temporary Walter of Compilance Regarding APRM Instrument
Functional Test Frequency

4 - This letter confirms that on April 22,1991, I orally granted you request to waive compliance ,

Iwith the average power range monitor (APRM) instrument functioud test frequency contained
in Table 4.1-1 of your Technical Specifications as documented in your letter dated
April 23,1991. The waiver was requested to allow for an extension of the APRM instrument.,

functional test frequency for seven days, until 3:30 a.m. April 28,1991, to allow for continued'

plant operation while repairs are being made to the "A" main steam line radiation monitor. A
copy of your request is enclosed for your reference.

After careful consideration of y,our request, the NRC determined that the one-time extension of4

the APRM surveillance interval to a total of 14 days will not result in a significant reduction in
the reliability of the reactor trip system and thereby will have a negligible effect on reactor
safety. Additionally, your compensatory actions should provide further assurance that the
APRMs are operating as required.

Sincerely,

CA.@M!. F'?,.*no py;
'

1/))ttf) C

harles W. Hehl, Dir : tor.

| Division of Reactor Projects
i

Enclosure:
As stated
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New York Power Authority 2

cc:
J. Bayne, President
J. Brons, Executive Vice President Nuclear Generation
R. Beedle, Vice President - Nuclear Support
S. Zulla, Vice President - Nuclear Engineering
W. Josiger, Vice President - Nuclear Operations and Maintenance
J. Gray, Director, Nuclear Licensing - BWR
A. Klausmann, Senior Vice President - Appraisal and Compliance Services
G. Tasick, Quality Assurance Superintendent
G. Wilverding, Manager - Nuclear Safety Evaluation
G. Goldstein, Assistant General Counsel
Department of Public Service, State of New York

'
State of New York, Department of Law
Public Document Room (PDR)
Local Public Document Room (LPDR)
Nuclear Safety Information Center (NSIC)
NRC Resident inspector
State of New York
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New York Power Authority 3 63'jj99}

bec:
Region 1 Docket Room (w/ concurrences)
T. Martin, RA
W. Kane, DRA
M. Knapp, DRSS
W. Hodges, DRS
W. lichl, DRP
J. Wiggins, DRP
J. Linville, DRP
D. Vito, DRP
D. llaverkamp, DRP
J. Durr, DRS
L. Bettenhausen, DRS
J. Joyner, DRSS
K. Abraham, PAO
K. Brockman, EDO
J. Lieberman, OE
J. Partlow, NRR
T. Murley, NRR
J. Calvo, NRR
T. Mendiola, NRR
R. Capra, NRR
D. Labarge, NRR
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g Lycoming. New York 13093-
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WrkPower William Femandez 11.

0 ameent Manecer

April 23, 1991
JATP-91-0245, Revision 1

Mr. Thomno T. Martin
Rogional Administrator, Region 1
United States Nucloar Regulatory Commission
475 Allendalo Road
King of Prussia, PA 19406 ,

.

SUBJECT: James A. FitzPatrick Nuclear Power Plant
Docket No. 50-333
Roquest for Waiver of complianco Rogarding APRM
Inatrument PunctionRL. Tim.t._Preql.ltDEy

.

Dear Six

Tho Authority requests a Waiver of complianco for the Average
Power Rango Monitor (APRM) instrument functional test frequency
contained in Table 4.1-1 of the James A. FitzPatrick Tochnical
specifications. If this waiver is not granted, then the
Authority would havn to shutdown the plant unnoensnarily.

As described in Attachment I, this request satisfies the criteria
for a regional Waiver of Compliance as described in a
February 22, 1990 letter from T. E. Murley to the NRC's regional
administrators. For the reasons detailed in the attachmont, this
situation could not have bean foronoan or avoided.

This letter requests a Waiver from Complianco with APRM
instrument functional tant requiromants. The Technical
specifications requiro that certain functional tests be completed
on a wockly banin. Tho tests are due to be completed by
9:30 P.M. today. These tests cannot be completed as required
u t ewnii+- emiseing a pinne envn.

On April 20th, a routino oparability check revealed that the "A"
main steam line monitor was reading high and oncillating. The
monitor was declarod inoperable on Saturday, April 20th, and
replacement of the detector began. The replacomant of tho
detecter was determined to not resolve the problem at 3:00 P.M.
on April 22th. Troubleshooting will resume this ovoning,

w rp ha e E==nSS
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i Tot MR. THOMAS T. MARTIN
April 23, 1991

'

JAFP-91-0245
FROMt MR. WILLIAM FERNANDEZ
SUBJECT REQUEST FOR WAIVER OF COMPLTANCE

Revision 1.

REGARDING APRM INSTRUMENT FUNCTIONAL Page -2-

TEST TREoUENCY

. . .

Becaupo the Main Steam Line Radiation Monitors (MSLRM) provide
inputs to the reactor protection system (RPS), the inoperable "A"s

MSLRM requires the "A" RPS trip system to be placed in the
tripped condition in accordance with Technical Specification

With the "A" side half-scram in place, itTable 3.1-1, Nota 1.
becortes impractical to perform the RPS instrument functionalThetests required by Technical Specification Table 4.1-1.
instrument functional tests generato RPS trip signals and

( corresponding half-scrams which will either be masked by the
|

existing "A" half-scram or will complete the RPS logic, resulting
in a reactor scram.i

Prompt action is required because the Technical specification
Table 4.1-1 surveillance interval for the APRM instrument
functional test has already expired and the TS 4.0.B.1 +25%
surveillance interval extension allowance vill expire this ,

evening (April 22nd) at 9130 P.M. ,

.

'*
! Should you have any questions regarding the proposed changes,

please contact Mr. R. T. Liseno.

Very truly ours,

bm.

WILLI ERNANDEZ

WF lar

Attachment

cot USNRC Document Control Desk
USNRC Residant Inspector
R. Capra, USNRC
D. McCabe, USNRC
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ATTACHMFNT I
i

PROPOSED WAIVER OF COMPLIANCE REGARDING

APRM INSTRUMENT FUNCTIONAL TEST FREQUENCY
,

i

PORC. Chairman b d D a t e #, $ P 3 k /,

.

!

PORC Meeting 9/'9d Date .fM1Mf/
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New York Power Authority ,

James A. FitzPatrick Nuclear Power Plant
Docket No. 50-333
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Attachment 1
New York Power Authority

James A. Fit * Patrick Nuclear Power Plant
Ragwtsi_ter waiver of comeligDER

1. A Discunnion of the Requirements for Which a Waivar is
atposeen

The Authority requests a one-time Waiver of compliance for
the Average Power Range Monitor (APRM) instrument functional
test frequancy contained in Technical specification Table
4.1-1. Three APRM scram functions high flux, inoperative,
and downscale require an instrument functional test

'

frequency of once/ week. These tests were last performed on
April 14th at 3:30 A.M., making the next test due on
April 22nd. The proposed vaiver would grant a one-time
extension of this survelliance interval, allowing the next
test to be performed by April 28th, at 3:30 A.M. The -

proposed extension period exceeds the TS 4.0.8.1 125%-
allowable variation of the surveillance-intarval by an
additional 75% for a total intarval of 14 days. i

2. A Discussion of circumstances surrounding the Situation
Including the Need for Prompt Action

ort saturday, April 20th, while the Fit 3 Patrick plant was at
full power operations, plant operators discovared that,the
"A" Main steam Line Radiation Monitor (MSLRM) reading was
oscillating between 1700 and 2000 mR/hr. The other three
monitors ware reading normally at a steady 1600 mR/hr.
Troubleshooting activities began on the "A" MSLRN and
continued through Sunday. On Saturday April 20th, the
monitor was declared inoperable. on Sunday it was removed
from the main steam line tunnel and the detector was
replaced. At 3:00 P.M. today a preliminary source check of
the-"A" MSLRN indicated that the oscillation problem
remained. Furthar troubleshooting is commenci.ng this
evening.

Because the MSRMs provide inputs to the Reactor Protection
System (RPS) , the inoperable "A" MSLRM requires -the "A" RPS
trip system to be placed in the tripped condition in
accordance with TS Table 3.1-1, Note 1. This places the
FitzPatrick plant in a " half-scram" condition. In this
condition, any othar scram signal on-the "A" RPS logic is
masked and any scram signal on the "B" RPS logic will cause

;

a reactor scram. i

1

With the "A" side half-scram in place,-it becomes
1.mpractical to perform the RPS instrument functional tests
required by Technical Specification Table 4.1-1. The -

instrument functional tests generate-RPS trip signals and
corrnsponding half-scrams. As discussed in Section 1 above,
the APRM instrument functional tests are currently due. The
RPS "A" logic APRMs cannot be tested because their half-
scram nignals are masked by the MSLRN half-scram. The RPS

Page -1
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Attachannt 1-

NnW York Power Authority
James A. Fitzpatrick Huclear Pownr Plant

.Petst_fcr WA vnr of Coreliar}ctl

"B" logio APRM cannot bo tonted, because to do ao would
comploto the logic for a full scram, resulting in rapid
control rod incortion and plant shutdown.

Prompt action in roquired because the TS Table 4 lal
surveillance interval for tho APRM instrument functional
tost has already expired and the TS 4.0.B.1 +25%
aurvoillanca internal extoncion allowanco will expire this
evening (April 22nd) at 9:30 P.M. If the Waiver of
Compliance is not granted by this time, the three APRM
functions must bo declared inoperable. In accordance with
TS Tablo 3.1-1, Note 1, the Fit 2 Patrick plant either must be
nhutdown with all control rods inserted within four hours,
or bc in tho start-up mode with power lovel roduend to the
IRM range (<15% poWor) within eight hours.

3. A Discussion of compnnnatory Actions

During the period of the proposed extension of tho APRM
igotrumont functional tests, there will bo no unnecessary
control rod movements or changon in roactor power level. In
addition, the operation of the APRMs will continuo to be
chocked once per shift.

The APRM 1.nntrument tunctional test vetiti6A th6 6p6YAMilty
for the following functions when the mode rxitch is in the
run modos

o APRM tipacale High Alarm and Rod Block

o APRM Upscalo Noutron Trip and RPS Scran

o APRM Downnealo Alarn and Rod Block

o APRM Inoperative Alarm and RPS Scram - duo to APRM
mode switch out of oparato position or less than
minimum required inputs.

Each of thoso alarm and trip functions are clearly indicated
to the control room aparator by annunciator alarm, computer
alartn, and APRM front panel alarm lights. Sotpointo for the'

upscalo high, upscale noutron trip, and downscale alarm are
consistently found to be accurate during surveillanco
testing. No instances were discovarod of thono notpoints
being out of tolerance sinco January 1, 1990. Satpoint for
the inoparative trip on minimum number of LPRM inputs has a
history of minor drift. To compensate for this, once each
shift the input LPRM roadings will be printed out from the

Page 2
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!* Attachment 1
.New York Power Authority

James A. FitzPatrick Nuclear Powar Plant
RecuoMt for WAiygr of Compilanc,g'

,

f process computer and reviewod to determine that the LPRMi

| inputs are indeed trufficient to constitute an operablu APRM
, whannen. Tbin will provide. 00Wuule ussuiawa Lual Lillb
! monitoring parameter dons not adversely affect the
| operability of the APRMs.
l
l 4. A Preliminary Evaluation of s e safety significance and

Potontial Consequenens of the Proposed Requent

The one-time extension of the RPS APRM high flux,
inoperativo, and downscale surveillance tests does not have . '

a significant affect on plant safety. The inability to
perform these surveillance tests on schedule Coas not
dinable the trip functions. The ono-time extansion of the
survoillance interval to'a total of 14 days will not result '

in a significant reduction in the reliability of the trip
systems. >

In the highly unlikely event of the failure of any of these,

'

RPS trip nicjnals during the duration of the waivar, the :consequences would be acceptable as discussed below. ,

APRM High Flux - This trip signal ranponds to a neutron flux I

spike which occurr, too rapidly for the APRM flow
referenced neutron flux function. Events wh.ich
produce a neutron spike at power would also involve :changes in other plant paramoters for which there are
indopandent and redundant scram signals. For ;

,

example, high reactor preneure or turbine stop valve
closure.

i

APRM Inoperative - Once per-shift operability checks of the '

APRMs will assure that the APRMs remain operable.
Should an APRM become inoperable, indication is
available to the control room operators.

APRM Downscale - This function ensures proper overlap of the
APRMs and IRMs during the transition from the start-

| up mode (IRM) to run mode (APRM) . Since there will !

be no attempt to reduce power to the start-up mode '

during the waivar period, there is no safety.

significance to having thin function out of service. i

The operating history of the APRMs has been briefly reviewed
from January 1, 1990 to prer2nt. During this timeframe one
f ailure occurred that coul$ have been detected by the APRM
instrument functional test alone. ,

,

01/11/90 F APRM did not generate an inoperative trip at the frequired minimum number of LPRM inputs.
.

:

Page 3
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Attachment 1
New York Power Authority*

James A. FitzPatrick Nuclear Power Plant
Rocrunst_ for Waivem M_Como11anqt

The following are the significant other deficienclos
associated with APRMs that would not have Docn detnoted by
the instrument functional tout.
03/09/90 C APRM rod block relay began chattering and

required replacement

06/30/90 A APRM generated a spurious upscale trip during a
plant start-up

07/10/90 A APRM ganarated a spurious upscale trip during
plant start-up

09/05/90 E APRM mode switch was replaced due to erratic |
operation in the test mode

,

09/25/90 F APRM generated an upscale trip due to a spiking
LPRM

9&/h7/91 F APR11 declured inopetallvu QuW LU LUU IUW INM'

inputs

Thus, the probability of a f ailuro occurring during this
extended surveillance period that could only be found from
performance of this survnillance is small.
In addition, since the "A" RPS logic is in the tripped
condition for the duration of the waiver, only one out of
three "B" side APRMs needs to function to initiate a reactorscram.

A Discussion Which Justifies the Duration of the Request5.

The duration of the Waivar of compliance until 3:30 A.M. on
April 28th provides sufficient time to complete the repair
of the failed main steam line radiation monitor, perform all
surveillance tests necessary to return the MSLRM to sarvice,
and perform the deferred APRM RPS surveillances.

6. The Basis for the conclusion that the Roquest Does Not
Involve a Significant Hazards Consideration

operation of the FitzPatrick plant in accordance with the
proposed waivar would not involve a significant hazards
consideration as stated in 10CFR50 92, since it vould nott
1. Involve a significant increase in the probability or

.coneoquences of an accident previously evaluated '

The APRM system monitors the reactor and provides scram
signals in response to increases in the neutron flux.

Page --4
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Attachment 1
| New York Power Authority

James A. FitzPatrick Nuclear Power Plant'

Rtcuent tor Waiver _oLCorpiiante

The proposed waiver provides a one-timo extension of -

| the survnillance interval associated with this systam.
This increased survoillance interval does not prevnnt
the APRM from porforming its intended function. This
systnm does not initiate any accidents or transients
and its function, to detoot and initiate a reactor
scram, are unaffectod. Tharefore tho probability or
consequances of an accident previously evaluated remain
unchanged.

|
2. Croate the possibility of a new or different kind of

accident from any accident previously evaluated

The APRM system provides a reactor core monitoring and
scram initiation function only. The proposod waivor
does not involve any chango to plant hardware to
operating procodures. The ono-time oxtension of an
APRM nurveillance interval cannot initiato a now or
differant kind of accident from any accident previously
evaluated.

'

| .

| 3. Involve a nignificant roduction in a margin of safoty

Although all of the APRM scram functions remain
available, increasing the APRM RPS surveillance
interval reducos the reliability of the RPS. Thisr

slight reduction in reliability is a result of a " lackl

of knowlodge" which accompanios any increase in
survaillance interval. That is, there in a probability
that tho instrument could fail during the survoillanco
interval and remain undetected for o slightly longer
period of time, othar uurvoillancos and the
compensatory actions dis' cussed abovo reduce tho
likelihood that a failed APRM would remain undstoctad.
This slight reduction in reliability does not result in
a significant reduction in a margin of safoty.

|

7. The Banis for the Conclusion that the Roquest Does Not
Involve Irreversible Environmontal Effects

The proposed Waiver of compliance does not effect the type
or quantity of radioactive or other materials released from
the FitzPatrick plant. No change is made to the design or
operation of the offluent treatmant or monitoring systems.
During the period of the proposed waiver, routine full power
operation of the FitzPatrick plant will continuo with no
additional environanntal effects.

.
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